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BUILDING PROFITABLE SOFTWARE
Leading your software project to
commercial success is an art and a
science.
It is an art because it has soul. It’s not
a mechanical process. For success in
software, you will need to make quick
decisions with incomplete information.
Take educated guesses on what your
users want. And inspire your partners,
your teams, and your customers into
action.
It is also a science because building
software demands that you use the
scientific method.
You will need to gather data and turn it into insightful metrics. Create
hypotheses and validate them. And, above and beyond everything else, you
will need to acquire and leverage knowledge.
As Peter Thiel, the famous American entrepreneur and venture capitalist,
co-founder of PayPal, Palantir Technologies and Founders Fund (who also
happens to have a net worth of $2.2 billion) often says - I’m paraphrasing:
You need to have a secret, or an edge, to win this entrepreneurship game.
Truer words were never spoken! To make it in today’s software world, you
must have some secret. An edge. An informational advantage. You must know
something that others don’t. You MUST be a few steps ahead of the game.
That’s the only way this works...
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WHAT IS YOUR SECRET?
Before you continue on with the rest of this guide, I would like you to take a
moment and think…
What is your secret? What do you know that others don't? What gives you
your edge? Why should we rally around you?
Why should any technology expert dedicate their limited attention and
highly-paid time to help you and make your dreams come true, rather than
helping any one of the other 582 million (real stat) entrepreneurs of the world?
Why should anyone pick you over the Googles and Facebooks of the world,
where it’s straightforward to earn seven figures in just a few years, with a lot
less effort and way bigger, and guaranteed, benefits?
Before you can make use of the valuable strategies in this guide, or recruit the
talent you need to fulfill your mission, you will need to have articulated an
honest answer to this question. What is your secret?
And that’s because, the answer to this question is going to be the chief
reason why talent will rally around you. Why they will work late into the night
for you with a smile. Why investors are going to open their pocketbooks to
you. And, of course, why your customers are going to eagerly chase after you.
So… Think about this: What do you know about your business, about the
market, about the future, and about technology that others don’t?
If you don’t have a compelling answer yet, I highly recommend that you figure
it out while going through this guide. Because without that answer, none of the
techniques in this guide will work for you at their full capacity. But if you have
that answer… The Blueprint WILL help you crush it!
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SOFTWARE MASTERY FRAMEWORK
THREE STEPS TO SUCCESS
In order to create a successful software product, you are going to need to
take three crucial steps.
These three steps are taken from the seven steps of our Software Mastery
Framework™, which is a comprehensive management tool for understanding
and controlling software projects which we use at TopNotchTech (aka TNT) on
all our projects.
We hand-picked these three steps out of the framework because they
represent the most important actions you need to take right now, which have
the biggest and most immediate impact on your project.
They are also happen to be the first three steps of the framework.
If you follow these steps and take the appropriate actions, you are going to
position yourself toward creating a powerful and worthwhile software product.
You are going to be able to pick valuable features for your software, attract
the required talent, inspire that talent into hard work, establish and hit your
deadlines, and make an impact in the marketplace.
Ultimately, these three steps are going to significantly increase the probability
of your success.
Unfortunately, the converse is also true...
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If you do not pay attention to these
steps and implement them, simply
put, you will regret it.
You will not be able to work on the
right features. You will only attract
cheap and bottom-of-the-barrel
coders. You’ll have to work very
hard to squeeze any work out of
them. You will overpay, miss your
deadlines, and after a lot of
frustrating and expensive work,
you’ll
get
ignored
in
the
marketplace.
It won’t matter how good you are, or
what your secret is… Without taking
these steps, you will fail.

WHY SO BLACK AND WHITE?
Any reasonable person would ask: “How can you be so sure?”.
Well… After 20+ years in the software industry, dozens of profitable products
for industry giants and Fortune 100 Firms, millions of dollars worth of projects
managed, countless engineers recruited, hired and fired; I’ve learned a thing
or two.
And above and beyond everything else, I’ve learned that in the world of
software development, success is not an event, it’s a process.
You see… Most people, when they think about success, they think about it in
terms of episodes...
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The reality is: Success in any
enterprise comes from systematic
and sustained efforts over time,
rather than a lucky single event.
Ironically, mainstream understanding
of success is much more superficial,
and puts great emphasis on the
culmination event and almost
completely ignores all the hard work
leading up to it.
In other words, most people see
success like winning the lottery or
hitting the jackpot in the casino.
They only see the “moment” of
success.
But when it comes to success in general, and especially success in software
entrepreneurship, behind and before that moment of success: There must
exist a perfected process.
In fact, in software, the process IS the success. Because the process makes
your success inevitable. But without the process, even the best of luck won’t
cut it.
Once you come into terms with this... Once you swallow your pride and
realise that you cannot “wing” this one through your wit or your grit… And
once you see that you need to learn the tried and true process for leading
your software project to success that I will teach you in the Software Mastery
Framework… Then... At that point, you can actually set yourself up to win.
Now that you know the importance of these three steps, let’s get to their
details...
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FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
Here’s the outline of the entire framework. Take a look at it before getting into
the details of the first three steps:
1. DEFINE YOUR PROBLEM

Articulate the problem you are solving

2. SET YOUR TEAM

Know Your People, Division of Power

3. CHOOSE YOUR TECH

Infrastructure, Tech Stack, Architecture

4. MVP ASAP

Core Team, Tracer Bullet, Customer Dev.

5. BIG WATERFALL

Thrash early, Set Targets, Tighten Budget

6. SMALL SCRUM

Standups, Demos, Exit Criteria, Metrics

7. FEEDBACK LOOPS

Fast Loops, Focus Groups, Spy Groups

I will explain the keywords associated with each of the seven steps later. For
now, just think of these keywords as chief concepts and requirements for
completing each step successfully.
The important point to understand here is that, in order to guarantee your
project’s success, you need to take these seven steps, in the correct order
throughout the lifecycle of your project.
First, you need to know what you’re building. Then you need to figure out
what your team will look like. Then you need to define, in technical terms, how
it’s going to be built. Then you need to get what’s called a Minimum Viable
Product, but not in the typical way which causes you to throw away code.
Then, you need to build a high level “waterfall schedule” (which is a specific
project management term). Then you need to use the right agile methodology.
And finally, you need to get rapid feedback from customers so that you can
find and maximize profit.
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And now that you know a little bit about the overall framework, let’s dive deep
into the first three steps, which are also the most crucial steps. And let’s make
sure, you get these right.

STEP 1. DEFINE YOUR PROBLEM
The first step of the Software Mastery Framework is to define your problem.
And to do that, you need to answer the question:

“What problem is my software solving?”
This deceptively simple, an often overlooked requirement is in fact the biggest
and most profound reason why many entrepreneurs and software teams fail.
And that's because, if you do not define your problem the right way, you will
either solve the wrong problem, or you will solve it in the wrong way.
Let me explain, using a few examples from our recent history...
Back in the early 90s, when the dotcom bubble was growing, The Internet
was all the rage in the world of investing. And as a result, any Stanford grad
could raise tens of millions of dollars with a simple phone call just because
their idea was an “internet” idea.
It didn’t matter if their business plan was crap, or that they used technology in
a dimwitted and unproductive manner, or even that they had absolutely zero
hope of revenue, let alone profit.
They got eager money to play with because everyone was jumping on the
bandwagon of the internet gold rush. And these “entrepreneurs” took that
money very “interesting” places...
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And we all know what happened next.
The crash that followed saw the Nasdaq, which had risen 5x between
1995-2000, tumble from a peak of 5,048.62 on March 10, 2000, to 1,139.90
on Oct 4, 2002. That’s a 76.81% fall, or the destruction of three quarters of its
wealth. Truly horrendous....
In more recent history, after 2007 when the first iPhone came out, anyone
with an app idea could quickly rally investors into taking risks on ridiculous
propositions. And while we have not experienced a massive crash like the dot
com crash, simply because apps are cheaper to build and require less capital;
we have seen a barrage of unprofitable applications littering the market.
In fact, according to reliable research, 9,999 in 10,000 apps fail. In other
words, only one in ten thousand apps succeed. You are much more likely to
win playing roulette, equally likely to be injured by a toilet, and three times
more likely to be drafted by the NBA than you are to make a profitable app!
Yet, despite those odds,
you can still find eager
investors,
and
many
bright-eyed-bushy-tailed
entrepreneurs willing to
take the gamble.
Which is both good and
bad...
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It is good because through the audacity of hope, individuals and investors will
take risks that lead to further technological progress, which is a win for
humanity.
Also... A few people will get very rich through this process by giving us the
Instagrams and WhatsApps of the world. Also a win for humanity.
But... It is also bad because a lot of people will lose a lot of money, and more
importantly their limited time, after getting sucked into the hype of a project
because it has words like “crypto currency” or “artificial intelligence”, despite
their deep ignorance on those specific words, as well as their general
misapprehension of how technology works.

HOW TECHNOLOGY REALLY WORKS
Technology solves problems. And it uses specific methods for solving
problems.
What’s important is to understand that the value of technology does not come
from the method it uses to solve the problem, but the utility of solving that
problem.
But people miss this. And instead they get caught up in hype of technology
and think that the use of the internet, or a smartphone, or AI is what makes a
project valuable.
To avoid falling into this trap, you need to learn how to “correctly articulate
the problem you’re solving with the use of technology”.
Of course, we cannot predict the commercial success of a business only by
this analysis - remember people laughed at the developers of Facebook and
called it a stupid idea because they didn’t think it solved a useful problem.
They were wrong. $68.2 billion dollars wrong!
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Regardless,
answering
the
question “what problem are we
solving” will help us weed out the
truly bad ideas.
For instance, I remember being
asked to look at a Silicon Valley
startup that was planning to create
an app designed save people from
tripping and falling - if they
happened to walk while looking at
their phone.
Guess what
solution was...

their

suggested

A small popup window that hovered at the top of your screen, and constantly
streamed the view from your camera.
As you might expect, I was a little confused… And before jumping to the
technical issues such as the battery drain or the user interface limitations with
creating a global popup window that the iOS didn’t allow, I remember asking:
“What problem are you solving?”
Sure… It is technically possible to use a smartphone’s camera to reveal the
segment of the floor that the phone obscures. It’s even an interesting
geometry problem that would be fun to tackle.
But... Was that the real problem they were solving?... Or should be solving?
No! In fact, their solution was only one possible implementation and just one
way of solving the bigger, real problem - which was: “people’s visions being
obscured by the phone on their hand when they are walking and texting”.
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This was a good starting point for understanding what was going on, because
we could use this insight to articulate their real problem accurately:
“We want to help people see the floor better while using their
smartphone so that they don’t fall and have accidents.”
Which naturally led to the question:
“Do enough people care that they can’t see the floor while
walking and texting?”
This is VITALLY important. You see…
Many people mistakenly think that just because you are using a fancy bit of
software, or because you are using a new tool or a new way to solve a
problem, that that problem is worth solving.
It’s like the carpenter who buys a new hammer and sees nails everywhere.
Entrepreneurs do this all the time.
And they waste a lot of money because of it!
Make no mistake: Just because you can use technology to do something, it
does not mean that it’s worth using technology to do it. And even if it did, it
does not mean that using technology to do it will be profitable..
Moreover, just because you are using technology to solve a problem, it does
not mean that the high-tech solution is more desirable then the old school
one.
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Remember this: you cannot build a successful software business on suckers
falling for hyped technology that they do not understand. It does not work that
way. The market is far too saturated for that right now.
And when it comes to parting from their hard earned cash, people tend to gain
a few points of IQ, and find quite ingenious ways to get the same benefit
without spending.
For instance: In the case of the “smartphone walking app”, the no tech, no
app, no download, environmentally friendly, fair trade, and FREE solution is to
simply move your hand an inch or two, so that you can see what's behind
your phone. You don't need the app to walk and text (which you shouldn’t
anyway!).
I want you to remember this example in applying the first step of defining
your problem for your software project.
And make no mistake: It may not look that way to you, but until you can
articulate the exact problem you are trying to solve with software, it is possible
that: What you want may be just as ludicrous as the smartphone walking app!

HOW TO ARTICULATE YOUR PROBLEM
Now… When answering the question “What problem are you solving?”, it is
worth giving you an overview of what problems software can solve. And that’s
because it doesn't solve everything. It can't solve everything.
In the business context, if your goal is to create profitable software whether in
the form of evergreen cash flow that permanently moves you above the
working class, or in the form of an exit which brings home a few billion dollars
and puts you on the cover of Wired Magazine; there are only a number of
specific things you can use software for - at this point in time - to achieve your
goals.
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Of course! There will be innovations and new possibilities and this list will
grow...
But, outside of that bleeding edge of innovation, which you probably aren’t
going to work on unless you go deep into academia all the way down to your
eyeballs, software can really only do a handful of things to help your business.
These are:
AUTOMATION

Take repetitive actions without human involvement. (i.e. self
driving cars, image sorting tools)

CONNECTION

Connect people with one another. (i.e. Facebook, Skype)

SPEED UP

Do things faster. (i.e. Microsoft Excel allowing you to crunch
numbers much faster than a calculator)

INTERFACE

Provide an interface between people, systems or objects.
(i.e. Microsoft Word & computer keyboard, text to speech)

SIMULATION

Simulate a real or fantasy environment (i.e. video games,
flight simulators, bioinformatic drug simulations)

* Sidenote: It is possible, in fact quite common for software to do many of
these things. For instance an online video game can simulate a fantasy
world, connect players across the globe and even provide a Virtual Reality
Interface to give people an immersive experience.
So… Why am I telling you all this?
It’s because, when you are answering the question “what problem are you
solving”, I want you to use the correct terms. I want you to be very, VERY
specific. And I want you to use this exercise to differentiate between the
problem your business is solving, and the problem you are solving with
software in order to grow your business.
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Again, in the case of the “smartphone walking app”, the problem they were
proposing to solve was not just saving people from falling down. It was to:
“Help people see the floor better while using their smartphone
so that they don’t fall and have accidents by creating a visual
interface via streaming video that lets them see the floor that is
right in front of them.”
And when you say it like that, it does sound a little drab doesn’t it? Dare I say,
even a little stupid. (Yes there are stupid ideas in the world of software)
Pay attention because this is a critical point, and the key to completing the
first step of the Software Mastery Framework…
You want to very clearly describe, not only the problem that you are trying to
solve with your business, but also the specific problem you are solving with
software. And you want to do it in such a way that what you want becomes
crystal clear.
What are you using software for? What function from the table of software
capabilities are you utilizing? Why is this going to be profitable? Why do
people want it? Can you do it without using software? Why will technology
help? Can I pivot this idea so that using technology does help?
When you articulate the answers to these questions, magic happens. And
without a doubt, if you happen to have a bad idea, it becomes crystal clear.
Not only that, you gain the ability to turn it into a good idea that will work.
Sure, it will not guarantee that your idea is good. But I can guarantee you that
if your idea is bad, it will become obvious. After all, we want clarity not wishful
thinking. We want you to prosper, not waste precious time and resources
chasing the wrong goal, especially when you could have moved just an inch
or two into the winning direction by completing this step.
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STEP 2. SET YOUR TEAM
When you are leading a software team or running a software startup, first and
foremost, you (personally) are not solving a technology problem. You are
solving a people problem.
Your coders are the ones who are solving the technology problems.
Your job is to create
the
environment
where they can do it
in a fast, durable
and cost-effective
manner.
This is perhaps one
of the rare things I
instinctively
“got”
early on in my career.
Prior to my management days, I had the fortune of working as a Software
Engineer both with great, as well as with stupendously incompetent
managers. And I learned a lot from both types.
What’s interesting is that they all had the technical chops. In fact, I hate to
admit it but they could out-code me in essentially every problem we worked
on (at that point in time). Some had been around during the days of tape
storage and punch-cards, and they had seen the evolution of computers first
hand. They could do hexadecimal calculations in their head, as swiftly as they
could work with “regular” numbers. They could easily code sixteen hours
straight with a smile. And they could even read machine code without
consulting a manual. They really were a different breed.
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Among these uber-geeks, what separated the great managers and leaders
from the ones you did your best to avoid was - their managerial skills.
And by that, I don’t just mean that they were extroverts who ranked high on
trait conscientiousness and medium to low on trait agreeableness; if we are
going to get into the technical definition of a good manager from a
psychological perspective using The Big 5 Personality Index. (Hint: this is an
important thread I will continue on during step 4)
Yes… There are indeed natural tendencies people have which make certain
personality types better adapted to working as developers, while others
become better managers. For instance, as opposed to the manager
personality highlighted above, you want your coders to be high-IQ individuals
who rank high in trait conscientiousness (work ethic), mid to high on trait
agreeableness (cooperativeness), and also, you want them more introverted
(introverts tend to be more attentive to detail).
That being said, above and beyond these natural personality differences,
which can be worked with and modified, there are also a set of specific skills
that managers need to master if they are to be effective leaders on software
projects.
It was those skills that made the difference between the good and the horrible
managers I worked with. It was those skills that determined whether these
managers ran the team or the team ran them. And it was also those skills,
without the shred of any doubt, that determined whether the projects turned
into hundreds of millions of dollars in profit, or tanked into oblivion after
hundreds of man-years got wasted.
In this step, I’m going to give you an introduction to two of those key skills,
and highlight a foolproof process for setting up your team so that you can get
and maintain control over your projects and not fail.
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Here’s how it works: As I’ve already mentioned, your job is to create the
environment where you can develop your software in a fast, durable and
cost effective manner.
Which means, you not only need to establish metrics which measure these
three dimensions (which we’ll get into during step 5), but you also need to
setup your team in a way that empowers you to get these three key outputs.
For instance: If you are not fast in development, fast to market, and fast to
receive and iterate on feedback - you will fail. The market is far too
competitive.
Or if your tech is not durable, you will end up re-inventing the wheel over and
over again as your technical debt (hackish code that you need to fix later)
skyrockets, and you get stuck fixing mistakes of the past much more than you
solve problems of the future.
And if you are not cost-effective, good luck trying to find profit! Every penny
you save in development is another penny you can use for marketing, which
is going to be WAY more expensive than you can imagine. It always is.
This is why, being cost effective is not a choice, even when your investors
have deep pockets. In fact, the biggest blunders I’ve witnessed were all
embarrassingly well funded projects who were led by executives that thought:
“this project is special and money is not an object”.
So… The big question is: How exactly do you setup your team so that they
can work in a fast, cost effective manner and create durable code?
There are two parts to it. Knowing your people. And establishing what we
call Division of Power. I’ll explain both...
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But before I get into their dirty details, here’s an important warning...
Just knowing about speed, durability and cost effectiveness as goals, without
knowing how to achieve them in the world of software is a death sentence!
And this is because our intuitive solutions towards achieving these three goals
all lead to disastrous consequences.
In fact, this is what made the horrible managers and the embarrassingly
incompetent executives I worked with so intolerable. They “winged” their
leadership, clueless to the consequences of their ill made decisions, all the
while thinking that they were doing the right thing because it felt that way...

THE DISASTERS OF INTUITION IN SOFTWARE
Let’s say you want to get your project done fast and out the door as quickly as
possible. And you’ve got the funds to do it, money is not tight. What do you
do?
The intuitive solution is to
just hire more people.
After all, if we have X man
days of work and we
double our staff, we can get
it done in half the time…
Right?
Wrong! That’s not how it
works.
In fact, there is a well established project management rule in software
development, what’s known as Brooks’ Law, that states exactly the opposite!
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According to Brooks' Law, which is a software development principle coined
by Fred Brooks in his incredibly valuable book, The Mythical Man-Month,
“Adding manpower to a late software project makes it later.”
And that doesn’t only apply to late projects. As you scale your team size, you
need to also compensate for the organizational overhead, especially if you
want your new people to boost development speed. (We’ll cover how you
actually speed up your project on Step 6, which is achieved through process,
not people)
How about creating durable code? Let’s say you are working on the operating
system for a surgery robot, and you want to make sure that your product is as
stable and defect free as possible. What do you do?
Well… The intuitive solution is to - just like how you would build the most
durable automobile - get the best engineers to work on it and use the best
materials you can get your hands on, and take your time doing it.
Again, unfortunately, the intuitive solution is wrong! It does NOT apply to
software.
While working with the best
talent does help in creating
durable software, it has less to
do with the people, and nothing
to do with the parts (like the
software you license, or server
infrastructure you use).
Durability is mostly about the
process you use. You must use
test driven development. (Also
covered on step 6)
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OK. What if you’re working on being cost effective. Surely, there must be a
valid intuitive solution for that...
After all, if you bargain your way to good deals, use discount software and
work with the cheapest developers you can find (which is what 95% of
entrepreneurs try to do), you should be able to minimise your costs. After all,
our entire outsourcing model for manufacturing is based on this logic where
we pay as little as possible for labor. And for the most part it works in
manufacturing. Won’t it work for software?
It won’t. In fact, it will do the exact opposite!
I've seen millions of dollars go down the drain in the software industry over
outsourcing efforts. And in the private space, I’ve witnessed dozens of
entrepreneurs work themselves into dead ends by using cheap developers. In
the worst case, one otherwise very successful entrepreneur had spent over
$300,000 building a complex website working with cheap overseas
developers. Unfortunately his product was so bug riddled and broken that it
became impossible to work on it. We had to throw it ALL away!
Luckily, we were able to rebuild
his system for under $15k, while
using zero code from the old
system, in less than three
months.
Our solution ended up being 20
times cheaper despite the fact
that
it
used
“expensive”
developers who charged 7 times
more
than
their
cheaper
overseas counterparts.
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Pro Tip: Cost effectiveness is not achieved by
bargaining over pay, using cheap software, or chasing
discounts. This usually backfires and costs more, or
worse, works your project into a dead end. Cost
effectiveness is achieved through planning and
process (Covered in steps 5 & 6).
Yes, of course. You should aim to spend as little as reasonably possible on
your project overall. But this can only happen when you measure the correct
numbers and focus on your entire costs. The hourly wage, or the annual
salary of developers are irrelevant - despite the fact that it is what amateur
leaders obsessively focus on.
In being cost effective, the only thing that matters is real productivity, or
technically defined, how much your features cost relative to their business
value (More on this on steps 5 & 6)
Also, keep this in mind: It is a well documented fact that the best developers
produce at least 10x more work, AND, they create much higher quality and
durable software than average developers. And bargain developers… We’ll,
they cannot get hired into top software firms, so I don’t have specific metrics
on them that I can confidently disclose. But my informed opinion is that they
hurt their projects significantly more than they help.
This is why, as a rule of thumb, you want to work with the best developers you
can get your hands on, while avoiding the cheap ones like the plague.
With this in mind, let’s take a look at the concepts of Know Your People and
Division of Power.

KNOW YOUR PEOPLE
This stands for understanding and remembering that your team is made up of
people. And that, first and foremost, they are human beings.
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This is something that the competent leaders I was talking about earlier never
lost sight of: They never forgot that they were working with human beings,
and that their job was to create the environment, the policies and processes
that would yield maximum productivity from those human beings.
And to do that, you must know how people actually work. Every good
manager needs to understand what motivates people. And to be an effective
leader in software, you MUST understand not only how people work, but also,
specifically, how software developers work.
What makes them tick? Why do they do what they do? What are they afraid
of? What are their hopes and aspirations? What gives you leverage over their
actions? Why should they go the extra mile for you and labor to make your
dreams possible with zero resentment or unreasonable expectations?
Whether you’re working with a single contractor you hire through a freelancing
site, or with a bunch developers you hire into your office, or with a partner in
your garage; as the leader of your project it is your responsibility to energize,
engage and direct your developers, period.
And this is ONLY possible when you understand their psychology and what
makes them tick. Because, after all, a driven individual can move mountains,
invent the impossible, and even single handedly bring Goliath down.
Whereas a de-motivated individual who is simply checking in and checking
out - regardless of how much you pay them and how diligently you watch over
their shoulder like a hawk - waste your resources as well as your future.
There is no two ways about it… Whether it’s a four hour coding gig that they
can do in a Sunday afternoon, or a decade long marathon they have to run
seven days a week, your developers MUST be genuinely, and personally,
committed to your success.
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So… How do you do it? How do you guarantee that your developers are this
active and engaged?
While the average manager thinks that you can motivate people through
carrots and sticks, or rewards and punishment, this is outdated. Sure…
Bonuses, or the threat of being fired or demoted can have their place. But
they won’t work on top tallent, and even on average talent, they won’t work
over a long period of time.
Instead of these old-school and outdated methods, I am going to introduce
you to two “tricks” in our trade that will give you a spectacular leadership
edge. I’ve used them to engage individuals into chasing their potential,
boosted team productivity beyond reason, and turned mediocre groups of
developers into tightly-knit, award winning teams of superstars.
The first one of these “tricks” is
called intrinsic motivation
and the second one is called
engineer empathy.
They are both incredibly
important
concepts
that,
ironically, entrepreneurs tend
to pathologically overlook.

INTRINSIC MOTIVATION
This is a concept from by Daniel Pink, who goes deep into it in his book
“Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us”, which is a worthwhile
read that extensively covers the research and background of this concept.
Here’s the short version: People are best motivated by doing work they love.
Which means they must enjoy the process over the rewards. In other
words, they must do their work because it is who they are.
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Have you ever heard of
developers who code on their
free time?
Or artists who are so
consumed by their work is that
it ends up negatively impacting
other aspects of their life as
they spend ridiculous amounts
of time on it?
That’s the kind of developer you want. And no… You cannot motivate people
to this level of commitment through your personal charisma or managerial
aptitude. It doesn’t work that way.
They are either already there, which means you can hire them and toss them
onto all sorts of interesting problems and expect stellar performance... Or they
are already that way about something else in their life, which you can
leverage and transfer. (You can align their passion with your purpose, which
I’ll explain how to do using a simple four step formula on part 6)
You must remember that no amount of money, no number of shares, and no
form of benefits will ever generate the over the top level of productivity and
devotion that you can get from simply hiring developers who genuinely love
writing your software.
That being said… This is only half the equation. The other half is engineer
empathy.

ENGINEER EMPATHY
The technical definition of empathy is the ability to understand where
people are coming from, or to be able to put yourself in their shoes. And this
is critical to extracting maximum work from developers.
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Think of it this way… It takes a stupendous amount of education, practice,
and time to become a good developer. And they ALL know they are a rare
breed.
In fact, according to IDC's Worldwide Software Developer and ICT-Skilled
Worker Estimates, there are about 18.5 million people who can code in the
world, which includes ~7.5m hobbyists that you cannot hire. Which means
you only get about %0.15 of the Earth's population to work with!
Furthermore, in today’s world, the barrier to entry into forming a tech startup
has morphed from hundreds of thousands of dollars and an Ivy League
degree, to a weekend of free time and a credit card to rent a server for $10
per month.
Meaning: Any developer you work with “knows” - not just thinks or guesses,
but knows in the sense that they feel that it’s true - that they can do it on their
own. And their labor, if applied to toward the right problem, can turn them into
the next Mark Zuckerberg or Jeff Bezos.
In other words, they feel like they are something special and that they deserve
a lot more than they are getting. And despite the absurdity of the proposition,
they feel like they are “big deals” in the making, simply on the account of their
ability to tell computers how to follow instructions.
Now… You must put the coherence of this belief system aside, and without
judging it, you MUST understand and accept it, if you are to effectively work
with them. Just as lawyers have their quirks, and doctors have their ethics,
and celebrities have their antics - developers have their well hidden and
carefully nurtured *egos*.
Amateur managers and leaders get surprised by it, or worse, confront it and
try to submit it to their will (which never works). Masters, on the other hand,
learn how to harness the power of the programmer ego to achieve their
business goals.
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And that is only possible through empathy!
You must put yourself in their shoes. You must see where they are coming
from. You must hear them, understand their concerns, and above all else make sure that they feel heard. Because when you do that… When you show
them that you understand them and that you are their ally, and you have the
same goals as they do; they will work every weekend eighteen months
straight for free, just to make your dream come true. (True story - and similar
events happened more times than I can count)
Empathy is THE key. Not bonuses. Not motivational meetings. Not team
building exercises. Not puffing your chest and threatening them with
punishment. Not giving shares or commissions. Nothing but empathy.
It’s all about empathy. Develop it, understand it, and you can drive your team
into outrageous productivity. And after it’s all said and done, you can invite me
to your IPO party to thank me for telling you about engineer empathy…

DIVISION OF POWER
There is a good reason why
constitutional republics (our form of
government) have this concept called
Division of Power.
Under this model, a state's government
is divided into branches. Each has
separate and independent powers and
areas of responsibility. And this way,
the powers of one branch are not in
conflict with the powers associated with
the other branches.
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This Division of Powers was invented to prevent the concentration of
unchecked power under a single governing body. And it works by providing
checks and balances where each branch of government keeps the other
ones in check.
This way, a single entity like a president cannot create the law, vote on the
law, and enforce the law - which would lead to the type of fascistic corruption
we see in both ancient and modern day dictatorships.
Now… What does this have to do with developing software?
Good question. I’ll tell you...
If you have more than a single person working on a software project that you
fund - in other words if you aren’t a solo-preneur who works 100% alone - you
must establish Division of Power on your team, or else, you will have to
endure the same type malicious behavior and dysfunction that dictatorships
experience.
Here’s how it works:
Just like there are three
branches of government, In
every software project, there
are three distinct functions.
These are: Management,
which is money and schedule
oversight. Tech design, which
is software architecture. And
coding, which is labor.
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What is crucial to understand is that, just like in government, these three
functions tend to have opposing interests that are in conflict.
Sure… At the highest level of analysis, the entire organization has a unified
goal. That’s what makes them a team rather than a group. But underneath
that surface level goal, there are many personal, emotional, deep-rooted, and
mind-consuming goals that humans - because they are humans - all
experience.
For instance: Management, which is primarily your role as the CEO, has the
personal goal of maximising profit and shareholder value. And usually in a
startup, that happens to almost completely align with the goal of the
corporation; assuming that the CEO is sincere...
The person who embodies the role of the coder, on the other hand, has a
different personal goal...
First and foremost, like all other humans, and like all other biological
organisms, they want to minimize time and energy expenditure. Meaning,
they want to get paid as much as possible while minimizing time spent on
your project. Secondarily, they want to get the type of experience which is
going to create greater job security, and greater income down the road. Your
organization's goals are forever doomed to come after these two goals, and
there is NOTHING you can do about it, except manage it as I’ll teach you.
How about the person who does the Tech Design? Different from both the
manager and the coder, the technical director or the software architect is
motivated to create a masterpiece. Their primary drive is to outdo their peers
in the field. Their secondary one is to get paid as much as possible while
minimizing time spent, just like the coder. (Outdoing peers is a status urge
and more emotionally relevant to an architect, and that’s why it comes first)
Now… Here’s where things get very interesting...
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If you are running a seasoned software firm, like running the virtual reality
department at Facebook or the search engine team on Google, you will have
different people responsible for these three core functions. And just like in
government, they will keep each other in check in the way you organise their
hierarchy and get them working together.
The manager sets the direction - decides what gets done and establishes the
resource constraints. The technical director or architect figures out how your
project gets best built given the resource constraints. And the developer - or
developers - end up doing the work with no wiggle room for cutting corners or
compromising software design. Everything works well and you end up
swimming in profit.
But at a typical startup or small business, things work very, VERY differently…
The “boss” decides what gets done, and maybe even suggests how it should
be done despite their inability to read, let alone write, a single line of code
They do this because they want to feel in control. Unfortunately, the
developer, who plays both the architect and the coder, only selectively hears
and “handles” the boss, and does whatever fits their personal agenda.
If that developer is “green” or hungry for experience, they will reinvent the
wheel and solve any and every problem they can put on their resume in a way
that takes the least possible effort. The boss will simply end up paying for their
education, while simultaneously thinking that they are getting a great deal
because the developer charges them only a few bucks an hour or demands
very few shares.
If that developer is “seasoned”, however, they will work as little as humanly
possible, re-hash existing code, and pick the path of least resistance even if
it’s the wrong technical solution. And they will do so even if they own half the
company because of what’s known as backward rationalisation in psychology.
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Pro Tip: The Division of Power in software means that
you have three different individuals in charge of three
functions: One person manages the project finances
and schedule. A second designs the software
architecture. And a third implements the code (or runs
the development team).
Remember: The Division of Power is not necessary because people are
unprofessional or corrupt. It is necessary because people are human beings.
This is what neuroscience unequivocally reveals. This is how we all are hard
wired.
To think that you can willpower your way out of it, or convince someone to
overcome their biological programming by negotiating with them is no
different than abusing heroin for years and thinking that you can walk away
from it without getting addicted!
Pretending that Division of Power isn’t necessary, or hoping that your team or
your project will be an exception is a very expensive delusion.
When it comes to software development, it is an established, proven fact that
- if you do not establish Division of Power, your project is doomed to devolve.
Why else would all the big players structure every one of their teams based
on this concept, which is also known in the corporate world as matrix
leadership?
You must keep this in mind as you setup your team and define roles and
responsibilities. And you must do so even if you work with contractors and
freelancers. In fact, you need to do it more vigorously working with them!
Again, think about it… Would you walk into a used car dealer and say: “I’m
looking to buy a car for commuting, but I don’t know much about cars. I want
the best car I can get for as little money as possible. What would you
recommend?”
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Do you think they would give you the best deal possible?
Do you think they would even give you a good deal?
What if you were blind (i.e. you could not code yourself), and you couldn’t
objectively evaluate the merit of what you were buying?
Would you get a great
little commuter car? Or
would you end up with a
gaudy machine with all
the bells and whistles
that could be shoved into
your budget? Or maybe
a even cheap piece of
junk?
Make no mistake: You’d
get eaten alive, and walk
away from it with a smile!
That’s just how this world works. This is all human nature. And that’s exactly
why the top players in software establish their teams, their roles, their
responsibilities, their processes and all their policies to hedge against that
human nature - they use Division of Power.
This is the secret behind top software firms. This is how we are able to
squeeze projects that take 100, 500 even 5000 man years of effort into a
timely schedule, and take it to market profitably, over and over again.
The secret is in the architecture of the team. It's in the strategic division of
roles and responsibilities. It's in The Division of Power...
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Moreover, The Division of Power also eliminates the possibility of
deception. After all, if you cannot eliminate it - some form of deception WILL
happen. And since it's human nature, you cannot hire against it. You cannot
even partner against it.
Always remember: Human beings are hard-wired to save time and energy.
And when their pay depends on servicing as many clients as possible, many
find it very tempting to charge $3000 for something that takes them 30
minutes, and cover it up by copying 3,000 lines of code from a some random
repository to make it look like they "worked" really hard. (I’ve had to come into
enough troubled teams and fire enough people and I have to tell you: this
happens much more than you would think…)
Not only that... Even well meaning, honest people end up overestimating their
work or under-delivering on their commitments, when their work is not being
controlled. Again, It's human nature. In fact, this is so deeply embedded that
we have mechanisms in our brain that cause us to - literally - re-write our
memories so that we don't feel guilty about our transgressions of social
commitments.!
Ultimately: Even if you hire your brother as your developer, or as the manager
of your development team, or as the owner of the development firm you work
with; at some point in the interaction, if he has the ability to deceive you, he is
not only going to deceive you, but he is also gain control over your project.
In fact, that’s exactly what happened between IBM and Bill Gates... On Nov 6,
1980, Bill crafted a deal with IBM to create MS-DOS for a mere $430,000. But
because there wasn’t an exclusivity agreement in this contract, Bill ended up
getting paid by IBM to create the software that he would ultimately use to
compete with and mop the floor with IBM!
This is human nature, and you have one choice: Use The Division of Power to
master it, or be ruled by it...
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STEP 3. CHOOSE YOUR TECH
Once you’ve articulated the problem you are solving with software, and
established the right roles and responsibilities for the team you are going to
be, it’s time to chose your tech.
Ok, Ok… I can hear you thinking: “Hold on a second! Even if I figured all that
out, don’t I need to find the right people first before I can pick my tech? Aren’t
you just skipping a step and all the important hiring stuff I need to learn?”
This is a good question. And the answer will surprise you:
“Set your team” does not mean hire your team. It means figure out the roles.
We tackle hiring on step 4, and in order to do that, we first need to know
which technical skills we need! And we’ll do that in this step...

CART BEFORE THE HORSE
One of the most important ideas that
separates a corporation from a
freelancer, or just any group of
workers who are put together to form
a team, is the idea of systems.
Corporations are systems.
This is critical: A corporation is an asset specifically because it is a system. It
has intrinsic value that can be bought and sold, purely because the
corporation itself is more than the people who are employed at it.
The corporation has processes, policies, trade secrets, organizational value
(i.e. the specific arrangement of employees in a hierarchical order which
creates value), market penetration, brand value, and intellectual property.
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In this makeup, what makes a corporation truly valuable - to the chagrin of
most professionals - is that a great corporation can function with or without
any specific individual.
In other words, corporations make people replaceable. And as a result, when
a corporation is built successfully, it can not only last for multiple generations,
but it can also grow in value as employees come and go. And all this happens
specifically because of the interchangeability of employees.
Now. Here's how this applies to the success of your software project…
Most amateur software executives and founders, do not create corporations.
They create groups of individuals who are loosely bound together by a
common goal, which - from a psychological perspective - usually is gaining
social mobility through public accomplishment and boosted income.
But because they don’t think like corporations and act like corporations, these
groups do not become valuable like corporations. And they fail to create the
successful software that a real corporation would.
Make no mistake: The Jeff Bezoses and Mark Zuckerbergs and Peter Thiels
and Elon Musks and Bill Gateses and Steve Jobses, and any other who’s
whos of the software world - created teams that worked like corporations.
Unlike these masters of software, however, when most entrepreneurs build
their teams, they simply bundle together a ragtag group of geeks, and then,
they magically expect success.
And they do this, not because they want to, but because “they end up putting
the cart before the horse”. They do it because they hire the team before they
choose their tech.
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Here’s how it works…
Your average wantrepreneur, before figuring out what problem they should
be solving with software (step 1), or how they should organize their team to
solve that problem (step 2), or which technologies they should be using to
solve that problem (step 3); they jump straight into figuring building some sort
of demo (step 4).
And to do that, they immediately go and recruit people. And these people that
they recruit, determine what gets implemented and how it gets implemented,
instead of the business requirements or the topology of the problem, which
should determine what gets implemented. It’s backwards.
The biggest problem with this approach is that the biases of the individuals
they hire end of dictating the solution they create.
In fact, this is such a big
problem that most angel
investors and venture capitalist
hedge against it. And when
asked about how they figure out
whether they should invest in a
firm or not, they typically say
that the first thing they look at is
the people and their track
records. Only after that, do they
consider the idea in terms of the
market value of the proposed
solution or it’s timing.
And this is not a bad investment strategy. After all, the vast majority of
startups are completely dependent on their team, despite the fact that there is
another, easier way to do it that is not beholden to human resources.
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Keep this in mind: investors are merely a responding to the backwards
approach most entrepreneurs take when building their firm. And that’s
because most software entrepreneurs don’t build companies. They build a
“party of heroes”, bringing them together mission impossible style, and hoping
that the band will stick together and be productive.
And this doesn’t only apply to startups. When a small business wants to build
a piece of software, they make the exact same think..
First they define, at a very high level, what problem they need solved - like “I
want an ecommerce website”. And then, they go find a contractor and ask
them “how much for my ecommerce website” before they even understand
what an “ecommerce” website actually is, and how it needs to be structures to
solve their specific business needs in the most cost effective manner!
And what’s worse is that, because they don’t have Division of Power, they will
let the freelancer become both coder and architect, letting them decide all the
crucial pieces such as the tech stack, the infrastructure, and the software
architecture.
Compared to these failed approaches, in the professional world of software
development, projects are initiated very differently. And it doesn’t matter what
your project is. If you pay close attention to what I will explain below, and
emulate this model of development which comes from industry giants, you’ll
literally steal billions of dollars worth of lessons learned in just a few pages.

HOW THE BIG PLAYERS INITIATE SOFTWARE PROJECTS
When we decide on creating a project - let’s say a complex video game that
will require an estimated 500 man years of effort - we don’t hire the team of
developers and tell them “build us this game” even if we know that they are
the people we want. We don’t even ask them: “What software systems should
we use to build this game?” or “What features should we have in this game?”
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Instead, we go about it in a more structured and controlling manner.
First we hire a different group of highly skilled, highly trained creative and
technical experts that help us decide the parameters of the production. This
phase is called pre-production, during which, we don’t write code, but
instead, over the course of a few days or weeks, we figure out things like:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Genre of game and the gameplay features we want
Development infrastructure and systems we’ll use for production
Technology stack (more on this below)
Free software, such as open source software, that we’ll leverage
Licensed software and infrastructure that we need to purchase
Technical problems we must to solve
Technical problems we can get away with not solving
Skillsets we need to complete the project successfully

Only after we figure all this out, and elaborate it in a formal document called
the Technical Design Document, which also includes our budget and
timeframe, can we actually know who we need to hire and what problems
they individually need to solve.
In other words, we create the
sandbox for the team to play in,
before we bring in the team. And
that’s because, despite their
incredible ability, creativity and
work ethic:
All technology teams need adult
supervision!!
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And there is a good reason for all this: When you do this… When you follow
the Software Mastery Framework, and take the right steps in the right order,
you naturally end up getting the most durable, the most cost effective
software in the fastest way possible.
But when you don’t, you not only end up getting more brittle and lower quality
work, but you also run late, go over budget, and lose control of your project to
the team - which is effectively a death sentence for a startup seeking a
lucrative exit. Your exist must not depend purely on your team.
So… What do you do then? And how does this step exactly work?
In order to help you successfully take this step, and simplify the process as
much as possible, I’m going to give you three questions for you to answer.
When you find the correct answer to these questions, you’ll be ready to recruit
the talent you need on your team, and also, you’ll be able to retain control
over them and your project.
These questions are:

1.
2.
3.

What technology stack are you going to use?
What is your software architecture?
What infrastructure will you use for development?

Let’s go over each of them briefly… But a word of caution: You will need a
technical ally, or at the least, hire a Technical Director or an Architect as a
consultant to answer these questions correctly.

TECHNOLOGY STACK
Tech stack stands for all the other software components you are going to use
in order to use to build your project.
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Think of it like lego blocks. Every piece
of software is an amalgam of multiple
layers of different software systems
that work together.
Your technology stack describes what
specific
software
systems
and
programming languages you’ll use, as
well how they will interface with one
another.
For instance, the program you are using to view this document uses one
specific piece of software to read the pdf document, another to display it on
the screen, yet another to allow you to scroll up and down and select words.
And all of those components sit on top of the operating system. And that
operating system sits on top of a certain device, be it a desktop, laptop or a
mobile device. And these have layers of hardware interfaces… On and on...
This layering of blocks that gives software it’s immense power of reusability.
But… If your tech stack is broken or poorly designed, instead of leveraging
this flexibility for rapid development, you’ll end up spending 90% of your time
trying to glue together pieces that don’t naturally fit! (Also known as “writing
obsolete code”)
This is crucial: “What technology stack are you using?”, as far as a startup is
concerned, is the most financially significant question you will ever answer…
Remember that $300,000 project that we completed for mere $15k? It was
possible because we threw away an outdated and bloated tech stack that
required a lot of obsolete code just to be barely functional, and engineered
another modern technology stack that solved the vast majority of our
problems out of the box, for free!
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SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
Software architecture is the blueprint of your application. Just as the
technology stack determines which blocks you are going to use, the
architecture determines how you are going to order those blocks, as well as,
how your code that sits on top of those blocks will be organised.
When you have the right software architecture, you can create durable, long
lasting code that is cost-effective to produce and maintain. It also allows you
to build elegant solutions, and implement user-facing features fast, which in
turn allows you to test them in the marketplace and get rapid feedback with
minimal investment. Moreover, when you use the right software architecture
you end up reducing the amount of code you write, because your technology
becomes highly reusable.
But when you use the wrong software architecture, or like what most
amateurs do, let the architecture grow organically based purely on short-term
needs - horrible things happen…
You not only end up incurring a technical debt that you have to pay in order to
just keep going, but you also end up painting yourself into tight corners and
waste time on expensive work that you’ll have to throw away.
In my expert opinion, while selection of the tech stack is the most strategically
important task for a software architect to tackle, software architecture is the
most dangerous task. The most devastating blunders I have witnessed were
unilaterally caused by bad architecture. And the vast majority of them were
done by coders rather by skilled software architects or technical directors.
**Sidenote: A quick warning. Some architects do over-engineer their solutions
and go to the other extreme, creating unnecessary work. That’s why, when
you pick your software architects, you must be very cautious. We require a
minimum 15 years of professional experience before we let anyone do
architecture. Creating architecture is a privilege that must be earned.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
Beyond the tech stack and the architecture, the third question you need to
answer relates to infrastructure.
By infrastructure, we mean the tools, technologies and methodologies you
use to get your work done. This includes your task tracking tool, your bug
tracking tool, your scheduling software, your source control software, the
operating systems you’ll use on your development machines, the messaging
tools you’ll use to keep the team together, the documentation tools you’ll use,
the automated testing infrastructure you’ll use, as well as the policies and
processes that your developers will need to abide by.
Yes… It does suck setting all of this up! And generally speaking, people don’t
naturally follow your infrastructure just because you set it up. So... Just like
herding cats, you will need to run around and chase after your noncompliant
coders until they start behaving the way you want. Setting up your
infrastructure isn’t something you do and forget. It’s a process that takes time
for people to adopt, and they will resist it every step of the way - despite the
fact that the infrastructure actually makes their life easier in the long run.
But here’s the kicker: If you don't have an infrastructure, people will naturally
end up taking the path of least resistance. And instead of testing their code
before submitting their work, or keeping track of versions for each file they
touch, or making sure nothing they do breaks someone else’s work; people
will end up leaving a messy trail with their work just like a bull in a china shop.
They will copy and paste their deliverables into emails that get lost, break
each others work, and waste your dollars on tasks that look right on the
screen, but don’t actually work.
Make no mistake: When you don't have infrastructure, you don't get software
solutions. You get half-baked hacks that you can’t even run to inspect
properly, while your developers say: “but it was working on my machine!”.
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After all, using modern technology, it is ridiculously easy to move pixels on the
screen and make it look like you have great functionality by faking it. Having
the right infrastructure makes this very difficulty. And when you add your tech
stack and your architecture into the equation, faking it becomes impossible.

HOW TO GUARANTEE YOUR SUCCESS
Obviously, specifically figuring out these three components are complex
problems that need expert attention that takes decades to develop.
If you are at this step on your project, we highly recommend that you either
hire or consult with a skilled software architect and get yourself a Technical
Design Document (TDD). In this document, you should expect outlines for the
infrastructure, the tech stack, and the software architecture for your
project. You should also expect an accurate financial projection that outlines
how you can create the best software in the most cost-effective manner as
rapidly as possible, as well as a recruiting guideline which describes the
skills required to reach your ideal solution.
And no… You cannot hire a coder to do it, or expect a freelancer to do it for
free! If a freelancer is giving you anything for free, be very wary. Chances are,
they are doing it to sell you something, not to solve your problem. Moreover,
most freelancers don’t have the chops or the required experience to create
the TDD you need. You must find a technical director or a software architect.
Pro Tip: Do not pay for technical design
documents that do not come with financial
projections, or the skill-set requirements for the
team. In our experience, when you use a good
TDD at the start of your project, you can expect
your overall costs to drop between 15%-35%,
while also completing your project about 10%
faster.
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Finally, here's the big, and the most important key you need to remember
when it comes to step 3 - choosing your tech:

SIZE DOES NOT MATTER
Most amateur entrepreneurs assume - because their project looks relatively
simple or because they are at an early stage and only need a simple
prototype - that they do not need to take this step, and that they can simply
hire one or two developers to just quickly write the software they need.
Nothing could be further from the truth!
Without the Division of Power where you assign the creation of the Technical
Design Document to one individual, and the implementation to another - you
are doomed to create the wrong software and lose control of your
project.
And without creating the Technical Design Document, if you “wing” the
implementation and think that you can figure it out as you go - you are
doomed to create throwaway software.
Of course... These mistakes don’t always ruin your business.
Yes. You can spend $15,000 to create a prototype to test the market and
throw it away in the end, and still build your business. It’s cheap. But using the
same $15,000, if you were to do it the right way, you could create three
technical design documents, and three separate MVPs (minimum viable
products, which we’ll cover in step 4), to test the same market tripling your
chances of success.
I have to be honest with you. It’s not a matter of the amateur approach not
working. The amateur approach does work. And because it works, people
think that it’s the right approach. It even looks like success - when you don’t
understand that you are burning cash and wasting opportunity compared to
doing it the right way!
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When it comes to entrepreneurship, the hallmark of success is being able to
stay in the game through your failures until you find success. It is not a short
term game. It is a long term, strategic game. And it requires you to do it the
right way, unless you plan on being stupendously lucky - which is not a good
business strategy.
Make no mistake: It is specifically because of this short-term focused,
undisciplined and luck driven thinking that most amateur software
entrepreneurs fail. They try to run before they can walk. They take shortcuts in
the wrong direction. They miss the forest for the trees. And at the end of the
day, they end up squandering their opportunity to make a real impact.
Having seen this time and again, my most genuine and heartfelt advice is as
follows:
If you want to build software, first learn how the professionals do it, rather
than following the direction of some hyped up guru who makes it sound like
you can build the next Google in your garage over a weekend using
developers from Pakistan that charge $10 per hour.
That’s not how it works. Unfortunately, because some otherwise very capable,
talented, hard working entrepreneurs think that’s how it works - despite their
genuinely good ideas - they end up failing into debt and bankruptcy. And to
add insult to injury, their exact ideas get picked up and implemented by much
less capable corporate cronies, who spent significantly less time and even
less effort on these projects; simply because they follow the right process.
The bottom line is: Success in software is the direct result of the process
you follow. And behind every successful software entrepreneur - if you dive
deep into their story and pay attention to the details - you'll see a scientific
software engineering practice.
Given all this, here’s what you must do in order to succeed in software:
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You don't have to learn to code or turn into a software engineer in order to
lead your project to commercial success. But you must learn the basics, and
my hope is that this blueprint oriented you towards that learning.

YOUR NEXT STEP TO SOFTWARE SUCCESS
Obviously, with this blueprint we've only scratched the surface. And while I
would have liked to share much more with you through this guide, the rest of
the steps that you need to learn are difficult to transmit through writing.
It is much more effective, and also, an order of magnitude faster to learn them
through lectures, where we can have dialogue, and where you can ask
questions and get answers while we examine real world case studies.
This is why we created the Success in Software Workshop, which takes place
every Sunday and is open to the public. When you register, you can virtually
join a group of successful entrepreneurs, software developers and executives
where we walk you through the rest of the steps of The Software Mastery
Framework and teach you the secrets of making software profitable.
We created these workshops because we wanted to give back to our
community and empower entrepreneurs. Compared to our consulting
services, these workshops are dirt cheap. They are easily less than what you
spend on coffee each month. And we plan on keeping them that way
especially because we want them to be available to young entrepreneurs who
are still in their pre-seed stage or lack significant cashflow.
In these hour long workshops, we get into all the important details of running
software organizations. We share case studies and breakdowns of successful
projects, disclose tech stack and architecture examples, give guidance on
recruiting developers, negotiating with partners, motivating teams, scheduling
tasks, tracking progress, testing the market, acquiring customers, and
securing funding.
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Because these are not mere lectures but workshops where we answer your
specific questions and work with you one-on-one, class sizes are limited, and
applicants are accepted based on their background, credentials, and the
specifics of their project. Otherwise, attendance is on a first come first serve
basis.
If you liked what you’ve learned so far, and if you would like to lead your
software project to profit in the fastest and most cost effective way possible,
you’ll want to attend at least one cycle of our weekly workshops, where we’ll
walk through each of the seven steps, one step at a time. This way, you’ll set
your project up for success from the get go, and avoid the painfully common
mistakes that result from the intuitive approach to leading software projects
that failed entrepreneurs take.
I can guarantee that this will be the most significant investment you’ve made
in your education in software leadership, where you’ll find proven expertise,
personalized support as well as long term guidance all in one spot.
Visit this link and fill the application form to join the Success in Software
weekly workshops, and I look forward to seeing you there.
To your success and the fulfillment of your business...
Adam Kadmon
Founder & Chairman
www.toptnotch.tech
info@topnotch.tech

